






As an apprentice cylindrical 
grinder operator at an airline

First job

Started working as a 
Business Analyst at 
ABN AMRO Bank

ABN AMRO

Following a workshop from Andy 
Kirk and reading Stephen Few's

book kicked-off my data 
visualisation journey

My Data visalisation Journey

Own company

Moved to my current house in 
a renovated Beemster
farmhouse from 1742

Moving to the Beemster

Started as a Domain Expert
BI & Data Visualisation

Current position

We've started a podcast to talk to 
data visualisation colleagues in the 
home working Corona time

Podcast Data Voorstellingen
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ClearDataViz started, focused on 
training and consultancy in the 

field of data visualisation

Born



Power BI Approval is one way to make it easier for 
users to find the high-quality content they 
need.

Endorsement Program

It helps the users first to ask what they want to show with their 
data. When they know, it will help to find the proper visual, and 
it will give some excellent options on how to do this. 

CHRTS Assistant

For our Power BI content Creators, the BI Quality Feedback Engine is a 
solution that guides you through applied best practices and provides 
feedback to improve the quality of datasets and Power BI skills, which 
results in a more stable Power BI Platform.

Quality Feedback EngineThe goal is to help our users to guide them 
through all the aspects concerning the
organization of their BI landscape and 
to integrate with corporate standards.

Governance Framework

To help colleagues with finding suitable 
training courses to improve their Power BI 

skills. Especially, trainings that fit the way we 
work with Power BI within the bank. 

Learning Path





http://sqljason.com/2018/12/financial-times-visual-vocabulary-power-bi-edition.htmlhttps://www.ft.com/content/c7bb24c9-964d-479f-ba24-03a2b2df6e85 https://www.sqlbi.com/ref/power-bi-visuals-reference/























“Wow, this is excellent! 

Firstly I’m really honored you chose to deploy this 
taxonomy approach but the way you have done is 
brilliant. 

The assistant is ever so helpful and I’m sure people 
are getting value from it. 

Furthermore I’m impressed with the range of visuals 
that are evidently possible in Power BI. 

Overall, excellent work guys, thanks for sharing!”Andy Kirk
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Design
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Listen to the  podcast:
Data Voorstelingen
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